TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Accreditation for media to Gatebil Rudskogen 5th-8th July 2018.
1. GENERAL
1.1. All information given in the registration form from Gatebil.no must be correct.
1.2. Everyone who is granted accreditation must have their own injury insurance. Either in
the form of membership in a press society or other personal accident insurance.
1.3. You own your own pictures and movies, but Gatebil is entitled to use any in its own
marketing. Gatebil’s media department will receive links to articles, movies or links to web
galleries as Dropbox, Google Drive, etc. as soon as possible after the event.
To be sent to: bw@gatebil.no
2. PRESS VEST
2.1. The press vest can not be used by anyone other than the person it has been accredited to.
2.2. You are responsible for taking good care of your own press vest. The vests will be
delivered back to the Gatebil administrative office in pit garage 4. The vest will be returned by
the one who it was accredited to and no one else. The final deadline to return the vest is
Sunday, July 8th, 5:30 p.m.
2.3. The press vest must always be used when making your way around the track.
2.4. In addition to Gatebil's own press vests, vests from Norsk Motorsportpresse (NMP) may
be used. Other unauthorised press vests or old Gatebil press vests from past festivals are not
allowed to be used.
2.5. If a person fails to return a press vest they will be billed a fee of NOK. 3000, -.
3. BEHAVIOUR
3.1. Respect all signs, barriers and follow the safety marshal’s instructions.
3.2. Never go inside the safety fence / guard rail and never run across the track. No matter if
there is a stop in the driving.
3.3. Even though you should always be behind the safety fence / guard rail, you should never
place yourself in areas that are exposed to danger or flying debris. Never stand with your back
against the cars, and always pay attention to your surroundings.
3.4. If crossing the track, you can only use the two bridges.
If you violate any of Gatebil's rules for press accreditation for Gatebil Rudskogen 5th-8th July
2018, you may lose your accreditation. This may also apply to future Gatebil festivals.

Media Contact GatebilBjørn Wahlberg // Tel: (+47) 906 90 914 // bw@gatebil.no
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